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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of evaluating
the aggregated services offered to the user through a multimodal
travel planner. The effective design of a multimodal travel
planner is considered a complex task since it requires the
identification of the best possible route that combines segments
of different transport modes. We describe a novel architecture
and its respective connectivity infrastructure that incorporates all
available travel-related services through the integration of several
application programming interfaces (APIs) and we analyze its
robustness regarding unplanned service interruptions using wellknown mathematical tools such as the Stochastic Automata
Networks. Additionally, we demonstrate the system’s availability
and effectiveness through realistic measurements obtained from
the testing environments of various Global Distribution Systems
(GDSs) and transport operators that result in the enhancement
of the required Quality of Service (QoS) and Experience (QoE)
for such intelligent systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multimodal travel planning is an important element of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) deployment. It seamlessly integrates information for different transportation modes, allowing
the travellers to make decisions about their planned journey. To
achieve efficient travel planning, the information obtained from
all the relevant providers must be integrated, so as to be rapidly
and easily accessible on the spot. Additionally, in the case of
service interruptions or delays, the travellers need to be alerted
in real-time through a sophisticated mechanism that will allow
them to re-plan their journey. The term of multimodality has
been recently introduced in the travel industry in various
forms, such as route planners for tourists [1, 2] or urban travel
planners [3, 4] in the wider context of smart cities [5].
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Multimodal travel planners are intelligent systems that
search all the possible routes with combined transportation
modes and return to the commuter personalized solutions
characterized by accuracy and reliability. An agent-based
simulator for multimodal travel mobility that simulates the
movements of commuters on the different transport networks
is presented in [6], focusing mainly in finding the right
platform architecture and system’s functionalities so as to take
full advantage of the future Internet technologies.
Dynamic and on-demand service delivery is one of the
main preconditions for successful business and thus service
availability must not be compromized. Service interruption not
only has negative effects in user experience in terms of QoS
and QoE but can be also translated into revenue loss [7] by
corrupting the business process. Even though understanding
the properties of service availability is rather limited they are
already widely used to build software architectures and enable
complex business processes.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we briefly
discuss the methodologies used for measuring service availability. Section III presents in detail the proposed system
architecture and Section IV provides its availability analysis.
In Section V the results from the availability analysis are
presented. Related discussion in Section VI conclude this
paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several quantitative, qualitative, and analytical methodologies have been used to assess service availability [8–10].
Quantitative assessment is based on real-time measurement
and monitoring but it is difficult to be applied to services since
they lack of adequate metrics. On the other hand, qualitative

Fig. 1. The simplified view of the Super Travel API connectivity infrastructure

availability assessment is performed informally through questionnaires and interviews but as it can be easily understood,
these results are easy to misinterpret, and sometimes difficult
to compare. Analytical methods are used to model services and
their fault behavior thus determining service availability. Up
to now they have exhibited relatively low industry penetration
due to scalability, complexity, and evolution problems.
Most of the approaches that address service availability
employ mainly middleware concepts which can improve significantly the execution of existing services. As such, they are
closer to the implementation rather than the design phase of
fault-tolerant systems. In the vast majority of these approaches,
services are neither explicitly modeled nor their availability is
quantified [11].
Reliability block diagrams (RBD) [12] are a useful visualization framework for analyzing the service availability
risks and behavior. The main drawbacks of RBDs are their
inability to express services with varying states, dependent
events, and non-series-parallel topologies. Fault trees analysis
(FTA) [13] provides a compact, graphical, intuitive method to
analyze system reliability/availability. Although this method
has several advantages such as the provision of a systematic
basis for quantitative analysis and the highlight of critical
aspects of failure, it can not be adopted for large complex
systems since the state space becomes quite large and difficult
to handle.
Stochastic models are increasingly used to predict service
performance and reliability. In [14] a continuous-time Markov
chain (CTMC) formulation of composite services with failures
was developed for the booking process of a travel agent. Even
though this approach provided a closed-form expression for the
overall reliability of travel services, the authors made several
assumptions such as the lack of resource contention and the
choice of specific distribution functions which are not always
applicable to real-life situations.
III. T HE S UPER T RAVEL API ARCHITECTURE
There are many solutions including journey planners across
Europe, covering one or more transport modes and one or more

Fig. 2. The Super Travel API high-level architectural view

countries. However, today’s market availability is still a long
way from providing travellers with the information needed
to plan a door-to-door trip within Europe, regardless of the
number of countries or modes of transport involved. The standardisation landscape is quite fragmented and continuously
evolving, following technology advancements. The challenges
that we try to address through this architecture are the establishment of common specifications for data formats, data
exchange protocols and interconnection of existing solutions,
without hampering technological innovation and the provision
mechanisms that will tap into existing systems and promote
interconnection of services.
Furthermore, to facilitate the deployment of multimodal
travel planners with high availability services, we analyse
a new service-oriented architecture, that together with the
itinerary optimisation engine and the front-end constitute the
proposed multimodal travel planner. Services inter-operate
based on a formal definition that is independent of the
underlying platform and programming language and their
descriptions are used to advertise the service capabilities,
interface, behaviour, and quality.
Our proposed connectivity infrastructure is depicted in
Fig. 1 and is comprised by a semantics-based “Super Travel
API” which provides the capability to bridge both internal
IT as well as external services with existing protocols and
standards, regardless of the underlying APIs of the various data
sources. At the moment, in the travel industry there are some
key APIs for the major services underpinning systems such as
GDSs. However, the main problem hampering interoperability
in the industry is that access to such APIs is hard-wired
to the applications of travel agents and other system users
constituting more difficult for APIs to provide new advanced
services.

The Super Travel API architecture aims to address significant interoperability issues of the travel domain, in a way
that it generates value for both data owners as well as service
providers. Key architecture decisions include modularity, service composability and minimization of adoption costs for new
entrants to the travel services ecosystem. As such, we split the
system in four basic discrete modules, the Service Registry, the
Integration and Modelling layer, the Orchestration layer and
the Applications layer. Fig. 2 displays a high-level architectural
view, depicting all modules and their respective positions.
The Service Registry is a web application serving as a
semantically enriched index of travel related services and
APIs in a multimodal context. This implies that both open
and proprietary hierarchical data structures are annotated with
formal semantic concepts and actions that facilitate automatic
machine communication and interaction with minimal human
intervention. Such an approach employs normalization by
semantic annotation to facilitate service discoverability and
therefore business expansion opportunities for participating
entities. Naturally, this requires a common reference model,
or language that enables mapping between heterogeneous data
formats.
The latter resides in the Integration and Modelling layer, a
module that can be considered a system by itself, in the sense
that it receives schemata and data from the Service Registry
and uses a Data Transformation interface to produce structures
ready to be used and consumed throughout the ecosystem. The
enabling technology for this component is the Common Information Model (CIM), a formal encoding of various aspects
of multimodal travel, that enables expressive representation of
travel-related services in an open, exportable format. The CIM
is used as a basis model, therefore, by performing bidirectional
transformations from all known schemata to it and by employing advanced software tooling, we can safely state that we
can obtain implicit transformations between proprietary data
structures, an achievement that can potentially have immense
impact in the ever-changing world of on-line transport services
which is in a state of fragmentation at this stage. The Integration and Modelling layer can be expanded upon request, to
facilitate introduction of new participants in the ecosystem and
employs machine learning to gradually automate the process
by harnessing user validation and lexicographical ontologies
such as WordNet [15] and ConceptNet [16].
The Orchestration layer, is a web application that delivers
work flows by choreographing existing services and business
logic. Using the abstraction that deals with commonly understood concepts instead of proprietary software implementations is vital in order to deliver a complete framework for
integration and exposure of multimodal travel services. The
Orchestration layer assists this effort by delivering tools that
enable service composability and enrichment by dynamically
discovering available data sources in the Service Registry,
using programming techniques to establish work flows capable
of achieving and the desired results.
The Applications layer is the collective output of the Super
Travel API, by essentially being a generator of multiple,
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Fig. 3. The transition diagram for a continuous time Markov chain corresponding to the Super Travel API.

different REST APIs, suitable for consumption by authorized
clients. The generated APIs are programmed on a suitable
development environment, deployed and isolated, to enforce
security, follow enterprise-grade specifications and minimize
dependencies.
Overall, we consider the patterns and practices that the
Super Travel API architecture uses to be crucial in the advancement of the state-of-the-art with regards to multimodal
travel options, accessibility to everyone as well as business
sustainability around travel and tourism in general. With the
proposed architecture, we facilitate interoperability not by
performing point to point integration but by exposing points
in the internal processes and resources of each operation
to expedite the integration from multiple third parties APIs
resulting in a more flexible and cost effective integration. The
implementation of the Super Travel API architecture has been
realized using the model-driven software engineering platform
zAppDev [17].
IV. AVAILABILITY A NALYSIS
In practice, every GDS has some information concerning the
services provided by each transport operator such as booking
and ticketing but most of the time it lacks of information
regarding static data like schedules and infrastructure. This
kind of data is being updated by the operator usually once
or twice a year. In order to have a meaningful and realistic
scenario for our analysis, we assume that in order for a
travel planner to be fully functional per transport mode the
functionality of at least one GDS or the respective’s operator’s
API is required similar with a redundancy system.
One of the main practices to analyze these complex systems based on their services is through the Continuous Time
Markov Chains (CTMCs) [18], which are stochastic processes
evolving through a discrete set of states, some of them
corresponding to functional configurations and the remaining
of them to non-functional configurations. CTMCs provide a
useful modelling formalism for evaluating the availability of
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complex systems since they can handle many of the interdependencies and dynamic relationships among the relative
subsystems. These state-space models have also the capacity
of handling different failure and repair behaviours that are
more realistic in modern systems such as correlated failures
and repair dependencies. A popular assumption made for the
analysis of complex systems is that the time that the system
remains in each state follows an exponential distribution.
In our case, let us consider that the chain evolves in a
discrete state space Ω = {1, 2, . . . , k} where the l states correspond to functional configurations and the rest of them, i.e.,
k − l to non-functional. A failure is described by a transition
from a functional to a non-functional state, whereas a repair is
represented by a transition from non-functional to functional
state. Since these events can occur at any time, CTMCs are
suitable for modelling the behaviour of the Super Travel API
system. We assume that each travel service accessed through
an API has its own exponentially distributed time to failure
and time to repair with their respective rates λf and µf .
We denote X(t) the state of the Super Travel API at time
t, t > 0 and Q = [qij ] the infinitesimal generator (or transition
rate) matrix with qij representingP
the transition rates from state
i to j, for i 6= j and qij = − j6=i qij for all the diagonal
elements. Every state is described by the set of numbers of
the APIs corresponding to the operators and the GDSs. In our
scenario, in order to book a multimodal journey we combine
three transport operators and two GDSs. The behaviour of the
Super Travel API can be modelled as the irreducible CTMC,
with its transition diagram shown in Fig. 3 where, according
to our assumption, only the last state with the all-zero element
(i.e., state (0, 0)) is classified as non-functional.
Additionally, the proposed CTMC has not any absorbing
states since every state is possible to be left and it is irreducible, i.e., it is possible to get from any state to any other
state at some finite time, even with multiple transitions. We
have assumed that two or more APIs can not fail (or repaired)
simultaneously.
The state probability at time t which is the probability that
the system is in state j at time t is denoted as
Pj (t) = P {X(t) = j}

(2)
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Then, the row vector P(t) = [P1 (t), . . . , Pn (t)] represents
the transient state probability vector of the CTMC and its
behaviour can be described by the following Kolmogorov
differential equation:
dP(t)
= P(t)Q
(3)
dt
given the initial probability vector at ime t = 0. Let π be
the steady-state (time invariant) probability vector with π =
limt→∞ P(t). Then, from the global balance conditions, the
steady-state probabilities of all states can be found from the
rate matrix Q in 1 by solving the equations system
πQ = 0

(4)

The equations in (4) are linearly dependent and in order
to uniquely determine the steady-state solution we impose the
following normalization condition
X
πi = 1
(5)
i∈Ω

According to our assumption, the Super Travel API is available
as long as it is not in the state (0, 0). Hence the steady-state
availability, Ass , is given by
Ass = 1 − π0,0

(6)

The elements depicted in the Q-matrix correspond to states
can be easily expressed from the transition diagram according
to the corresponfing rates λf and µf but for reasons of
completeness we provide the diagonal elements P
which as
already stated before, can be calculated as qij = −
qij .
j6=i

q32→32 = − (λf32→22 + λf32→31 )
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q21→21 = − (µf21→31 + µf21→22 + λf21→11 + λf21→22 )
q20→20 = − (µf20→30 + µf20→21 + λf20→10 )
q12→12 = − (µf12→22 + λf12→11 + λf12→02 )
q11→11 = − (µf11→21 + µf11→12 + λf11→01 + λf11→10 )

q10→10 = − (µf10→20 + µf10→11 + λf10→00 )

Availability (%)

q02→02 = − (λf02→01 + µf02→12 )
q01→01 = − (µf01→02 + µf01→11 + λf01→00 )

99.9999
Steady-State Availability for
λf = 0.0001 hr −1
and µf = 0.8 hr −1 for the
G DSs and
λf = 0.0005 hr −1 and
µf = 0.6 hr −1
for travel operators.

q00→00 = − (µf00→10 + µf00→01 )
In case of further APIs addition, which can be translated as
several state additions in the CTMC, the state space of the
system grows exponentially. In spite of the symmetry of the
resulting CTMC, a closed-form solution for this case is a
complex and error prone task if not impossible [19] and it can
only be solved either by approximation techniques [20] or numerically through simulations. Intuitively, the aforementioned
case can be seen as a case of redundancy. For example, adding
more than one API of an operator, increases significantly
the possibility of the Super Travel API to find the required
information about the specific transport mean by at least one
of the available APIs.
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Fig. 4. Steady-state availability for the Super Travel API.

V. VALIDATION R ESULTS
Travel APIs are expected to have a high level of robustness
since there are payment and booking services involved that
require reliable and secure transactions [21]. Some indicative
values for the failure and repair rates of the APIs implemented in a test environment and measured directly from the
Super API, for a proof of concept (PoC) travel planner, are
λf = 0.0001 hr−1 and µf = 0.8 hr−1 for the GDSs and
λf = 0.0005 hr−1 and µf = 0.6 hr−1 for travel operators. All
of the commercial travel APIs are characterized by high availability reaching 100% at least regarding unplanned outages
which are stressful events caused by human error, software
problems or hardware failures.
The steady-state availability Ass has been calculated by
solving Eq. (4) using the well-known Gaussian elimination
algorithm which takes advantage of elementary matrix operations that preserve the rank of the matrix. In Fig. 4 the total
availability of the Super Travel API is depicted according to
the failure and repair rates of the connected APIs. As it can
be readily seen, the steady-state availability exceeds 99.999%
which is the threshold for many systems’ high availability, or
in other words, the Super Travel API’s service downtime is
less than 5.26 minutes per year.
The proposed architecture eliminates all single points of
failure since the APIs involved in each service constitute a
redundancy mechanism that, together with a failure component embedded in the architecture, achieves high availability
assuring that a group of services will have a high level of
operational performance.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analysed the availability of travel services
combined under a single aggregator namely, the Super API and
we described an architecture for a multimodal travel planner
which assist travellers in planning, booking and ticketing their
journey and analyzed the total availability of the underlying
infrastructure. The proposed travel planner which is the upper
level of the Super API, is highly scalable since it can be

implemented with the integration of several APIs with critical
services, maintaining its high availability. As a future work, we
will extend this analysis to incorporate planned and scheduled
outages that are essential for routine system’s maintenance or
inspection. With the incorporation of additional travel APIs,
even for the same geographical areas, the correlation degree
between the Super Travel API components can change significantly leading to a more complex but intriguing connectivity
structure and thus to a different Markov Chain model whose
behavior we are planning to investigate.
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